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Chapter 346

It turned out that the thigh held by Wendy Willson was the chairman of the Eastcliff
listed group!

Moreover, the other party’s surname is Willson, is he a relative?

He couldn’t help asking Claire: “Wife, do you know the relationship between the Willson
family and this Fredmen Willson? Is he a distant relative?”

“do not know.”
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“Strange…” Charlie murmured: “Normally, the chairman of a listed group with a market
value of 10 billion can not be mixed with low-end coffee like the Willson family, let alone
Wendy. Showing face, is there any adultery in it?”

Claire hurriedly said: “Don’t talk nonsense, that man looks older than my uncle, how
could there be any adultery…”

At this time, Wendy, surrounded by the crowd, finally felt that kind of feeling that has
attracted much attention!

Fredmen Willson next to her is not only the chairman of the listed group but also the
chairman of the Nanguang Chamber of Commerce. All the businessmen present
naturally cheered on him and continued to flatter him!

When Fredmen Willson introduced Wendy to them, he used the titles of his niece and
future heir to the Willson family, and he also took the initiative to say that he had
invested in the Willson Group, and all of a sudden, these people would treat her
respectfully!

Even, many people who were too lazy to take care of the Willson family before, in order
to curry favor with Fredmen Willson, even offered to cooperate deeply with the Willson
family! With a humble face, he handed Wendy’s business cards and exchanged phone
numbers.

At this moment, Wendy felt the treatment that the upper-class society and the powerful,
and she was naturally excited.

Prior to this, the Willson family was in the construction and decoration industry, and
everyone hated it, but after embracing Fredmen Willson’s thigh, it immediately became
the object of the construction and decoration industry who wanted to make cooperation.

Shopping malls are really Vanity Fair, so snobbish and realistic!

She couldn’t help thinking of Claire in her heart. Don’t you Claire think you are great?
Didn’t you laugh at me for being divorced by the White family? Now I am not only close
to Fredmen Willson, who is more capable, but also the director of the Willson Group!
Even grandma treats me respectfully, What are you compare to me!



Thinking of this, she immediately thought that Claire, now that she started her own
business and set up a studio, should also participate in this kind of industry summit,
right? She wonders if she is here yet? !

So she immediately stood on tiptoe and looked out of the crowd, trying to find Claire’s
figure.

really! An extremely beautiful figure jumped into her eyes!

It is Claire!

And next to Claire was Charlie’s d*mn rubbish and stinky silk presence!

Wendy gritted her teeth bitterly at this moment.

Claire, today I am going to take back all the humiliation you gave me before, included
with all the benefits!

Thinking of this, she immediately took a handful of Fredmen Willson by her side and
said, “My cousin and her Rubbish husband are also here, let’s go and say hello to
them!”

Fredmen Willson nodded and said dozingly: “Wendy, the two of them insulted you so
much before, today I will make them pay for that with double the price!”

Wendy was so moved, she blurted out: “Fredmen, you are so kind to me…”

Fredmen Willson smiled slightly: “I treat you well, isn’t this a matter of course?”

After speaking, he sneered and said, “Where is your cousin and that stinky rag? Take
me to meet them. I will teach them how to behave today. By the way, let the entire
Nanguang Chamber of Commerce block them. The woman who bullied Fredmen
Willson’s girl, I think she is living impatiently!”
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Thinking of finally having a chance to avenge Claire and Charlie, Wendy held Fredmen
Willson with excitement and walked towards them.

As soon as the person came to the front, Wendy said proudly: “Oh, who is here! It
turned out to be a woman who was evicted from the house, and a son-in-law who came
to the house, you are even qualified to participate in such a summit?”

After that, she looked at Claire up and down again, and snorted coldly: “Claire, your
studio has just opened, and now you don’t even have a single employee? Is this kind of
silk hanging company eligible to participate in industry summits? I think the Emgrand
Group is really blind!”

Seeing that Wendy had come here, Charlie asked in a cold voice, “Wendy, the other day
you knelt on your knees and begged for mercy and was slapped by your grandma, did
you forget it? I think your scars are all right. Forget the pain! “

When Wendy heard Charlie say the angriest point in her heart, she immediately furious,
and shouted: “Charlie, how rarely do you pretend to be here with me! Do you think I am
the same Wendy before? I tell you, today if you are with me to speak, you have to kneel
and speak!”

Charlie said disdainfully: “Under the world, the person who can make me kneel down
hasn’t been born yet! Even if the king of heaven comes, I don’t want to kneel, are you
living enough?”

Wendy yelled contemptuously: “Charlie, do you think it’s great for you to fool a few big
people? Can you trample our Willson family under your feet? I tell you! The Willson
family is not what it used to be!”

Charlie smiled and asked, “What? Did you hold your thighs?”

Wendy pointed to Fredmen Willson, and the villain said with a great ambition: “This is
the chairman of the Future Company Group, Fredmen Willson, Fredmen Willson! He is
a member of our Willson family! Now he is also an investor in our Willson Group! He will
support us, you are a waste, dare to be arrogant here? Believe it or not, Claire’s studio
will be completely blocked! At the same time, let you have no place to stand in Aurous
Hill?!”



After that, she looked at Claire viciously again, and shouted coldly: “Claire, don’t you
think you are awesome? Don’t you think that the Emgrand Group can help you block the
Willson Group?”

“I’m telling you, starting today, Fate has taken turns! With Chairman Willson here, the
Willson Group will not be blocked, but will fly into the sky!!”

“And you! Claire! You will be completely banned in Aurous Hill! You will have nothing! At
that time, I must ask you to kneel in front of my grandma and me and kowtow for
mercy!!!”

Faced with a series of arrogant performances by Wendy, Claire said indifferently: “Don’t
worry, although I am a person who has no abilities, but I am stronger than you, you will
kneel down and beg me for money, but I will not kneel down and beg you!”

Wendy did not expect that when she threatened Claire herself, she was not afraid at all!

Claire’s tough attitude made her even more angry!

She scolded angrily: “Claire, you are still arrogant when you die! Okay! Wait to see how
Chairman Willson let your family fall into the street!”

Charlie looked at Fredmen Willson next to Wendy, and asked with a smile: “Listen to
what this means, you want to be the first for the Willson family?”

At this time, Fredmen Willson stared at Claire with straight eyes.

Wendy was originally a great beauty, but he didn’t expect that Claire would be much
more beautiful than Wendy. For a while, he was so emotional, he was a little temporarily
absent.

Moreover, he was also a little unhappy at this moment.

For Wendy, who is far less attractive than Claire, he has already spent 15 million!

Among them, 10 million was invested in the Willson Group and 5 million given for
Wendy’s spending.



But he didn’t expect that Charlie, a waste-to-door son-in-law, would have such a
blessing to be together with a woman like Claire, it is simply more than annoying!
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So he also looked at Charlie up and down, sneered, and said, “You’re the son-in-law
that Rubbish live-in?”

Charlie said indifferently: “It’s me, what can you advise?”

Fredmen Willson said coldly: “I heard that you have insulted Wendy before, and I will
slowly settle these accounts with you for Wendy!”

Charlie nodded and said disdainfully: “It’s better to hit the sun if you choose a day. If you
want to count it, just do it now.

Fredmen Willson thought that revealing his identity and saying a few ruthless words
would be enough to make Charlie kneel and beg for mercy, but he did not expect that a
mere Rubbish would dare to talk to him like this! he was humiliated for a while, so he
gritted his teeth and said, “Boy, you seem to be very arrogant? Do you know who I am,
Fredmen Willson?”

Charlie smirked and said, “You don’t deserve to let me know a Rubbish like you.”

Fredmen Willson was furious and said, “Although I am not from Aurous Hill, Fredmen
Willson, with my strength, is the dragon crossing the river in Aurous Hill! You are the first
to talk to me like this!”

Charlie put away his cynical smile, staring at Fredmen Willson with frosty eyes, and said
word by word: “In Aurous Hill, you have to lie down for me if you are a tiger! If you are a
dragon, you have to hold it for me! Because of the whole Aurous Hill, only I, Charlie, is a
real dragon!”

Fredmen Willson was taken aback by Charlie’s sharp eyes, but immediately recovered
and forced himself to calm down a bit. Then he sneered, “Wendy is right, you are really
stinky silk! Just relying on you, really a dragon? You really laughed off Mr.’s big teeth. In
my eyes, you are not as good as a bug!”



After finishing speaking, he deliberately looked at Claire and said with a wretched smile:
“Miss Claire, I have long heard of you being beautiful and moving. When I saw you
today, you really deserved it. You will never have such a rag in your life. Future
prospects, it is better to follow me, I will not treat you badly!”

Then, he pointed to Wendy and said to Claire: “Wendy followed me, and I gave her 5
million pocket money. If you follow me, I will give you 10 million!”

Claire angrily said, “You are shameless!”

Fredmen Willson laughed and said, “Although I’m a little shameless, the kung fu in bed
is still very strong. You are sure that you will fall in love with me completely after you try
it once!”

Charlie couldn’t bear it at this time, and suddenly punched him in the face without
mercy!

boom!

Fredmen Willson’s entire face collapsed instantly by this punch!

His nose is shattered and broken! The four front teeth were also interrupted by a punch!

All of a sudden, the attention of the entire venue was focused here.

No one thought that someone would dare to beat Fredmen Willson!

This person is not only the chairman of the Future Company Group but also the
chairman of the Nanguang Chamber of Commerce. He has an extremely high status
and extraordinary strength. Who would dare to beat him? Is it because life is not long
enough? !

At this moment, Fredmen Willson slumped on the ground with blood on his face,
pointing at Charlie and shouting in pain and anger: “Smelly pauper, how dare you hit
me?! I want to kill you!”

Charlie said coldly: “Not only will I beat you, but I will also abolish you!”



After speaking, Charlie stepped his foot in front of his crotch and sneered: “Chairman
Willson, don’t you like playing with women? From now on, you can completely say
goodbye to women!”
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Fredmen Willson thought that Charlie was going to trample on his roots, and his face
was pale and frightened!

Even though he still feels that Charlie is a stinky cock who can kill himself by hooking,
but right now, if Charlie really stepped on it, he would be completely useless!

Turning his head, even if he cuts Charlie a thousand knives, what’s the use? The roots
will still become a puddle of mud!

As a man, especially a man who is rich and does not lack women, he must not lose his
roots anyway! How is this different from taking your own life? !

So he hurriedly begged for mercy: “Brother Wade! Brother Wade! If you have something
to say, you can say it!”

Charlie hung his toes and asked with a smile: “Why? Afraid?”

With a cold sweat on his face, Fredmen Willson nodded and said, “I was wrong! I was
really wrong! Please, your lord, ignore the villain’s faults, and spare me this time!”

What Fredmen Willson thinks is that a big man can bend and stretch, first admit that he
can keep his roots, and then find someone to come and kill Charlie directly in return for
today’s deep hatred.

Charlie doesn’t know what he’s thinking. At this time, he is just like a cat playing with a
mouse. He smiled and said, “Okay, since you beg me to forgive you, then call me Dad
to listen. .”

The people at the scene were scared and stupid!

Is this guy too cruel? !



Let Chairman Fredmen Willsonxiao call him a young father? !

Is he tired of living? What is he? !

Fredmen Willson’s face was also a little uncontrollable at this time.

With so many people watching, let him be called father? His age is more than enough to
be his father!

If he really called his father today, wouldn’t it be laughed at by thousands of people? !

However, right now his life root is controlled by Charlie, no matter how big the
background is, it is far from being able to quench his thirst.

Just when he didn’t know what choice to make, Charlie smiled and said, “Oh, I didn’t
expect Chairman Willson to be so kind, okay! In this case, then I will fulfill you! In my
heart and your life roots Say goodbye!”

After all, lift his foot and step on it!

Fredmen Willson’s frightened soul dissipated, and he wetted his crotch, and a large
puddle of yellow liquid leaked under his butt. He cried and said, “Dad! I’m wrong, father!
Please spare the roots under your feet!”

After saying this, Fredmen Willson wept bitterly.

What a mistake! Why didn’t he bring the bodyguard in?

If the bodyguards followed up, how could he be so humiliated by Charlie! He vomited
blood early and let him call himself father!

At this moment, deep in his heart, he already wanted to take Charlie off!

And his dad immediately caused countless people’s exclamation at the venue!

The chairman of the Future Company Group, was beaten by a young man and peed his
pants. He still called him father? This is simply too shocking!



Seeing this, Wendy shouted at Charlie angrily: “Charlie! Even Fredmen Willson, dare to
move, this time you are over! You are dead!”

Fredmen Willson also felt ashamed and indignant. He looked at Charlie and asked, “Are
you satisfied now? Can you let me go?”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “Okay! Since Fredmen Willson can bend and
stretch and call me father obediently, then, of course, I have to fulfill my promise and will
never step on your roots!”

Fredmen Willson finally breathed a sigh of relief.

But in the next second, Charlie sneered and said, “But well, your roots will definitely be
useless in the future. I think, instead of letting you stare at a mound of rotten meat every
day in the future, it is better to let you stare. An intact but unusable root of grief is more
interesting!”
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Fredmen Willson didn’t understand, and subconsciously asked, “What do you mean!”

Charlie smiled and said: “It’s okay, I won’t step on your roots, but I will abolish it!”

After speaking, Charlie tapped his toes gently on his lower abdomen, and a breath of
real energy flowed out along the toes.

Since having the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures, he has grasped the desire to
control true qi. This trace of true qi has directly cut off Fredmen Willson’s nerves,
making it impossible for him to exert any male power.

However, Fredmen Willson didn’t know what Charlie meant when he gently tapped on
himself.

He also couldn’t notice at this time that he had lost the ability of a man. In the future, he
could only look at an undamaged root, and then beat his chest against the unusable
thing.



Right now, he was just extremely angry and terrified, eager to flee here, and then
brought in the bodyguards outside, directly beat Charlie half to death, and then crushed
his roots!

Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and asked: “Can I go?”

Charlie asked back: “Who are you asking?”

Fredmen Willson said angrily: “Of course I am asking you!”

Charlie asked again: “Then who am I?”

Fredmen Willson’s face suddenly became extremely ugly. He was a smart man. He
knew what Charlie meant. He wanted to call him father again!

d*mn, this humiliation, I can’t bear it!

So he said angrily: “Charlie! Don’t go too far! Just now you said that as long as I call you
Dad, you will spare me. Why are you turning back?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Because I am shameless”

After speaking, Charlie stared at him and said coldly: “If you don’t bark now, then I might
have stepped on it accidentally. In that case, don’t blame me!”

Fredmen Willson was completely scared, gritted his teeth, and said, “Okay! My name
is!”

In his opinion, since he has already yelled once, his face has been lost, and it doesn’t
matter if he yells again. The key is how to let Charlie temporarily let him go and give
himself a chance to go out and call someone!

So he pleaded again: “Dad, please let me go.”

Charlie nodded in satisfaction: “My dear son is so good, okay, dad forgives you this
time, get out of here!”



Upon hearing this, Fredmen Willson hurriedly rushed out of the distance and ran out
with Wendy.

Fredmen Willson’s urine dragged a long way on the smooth floor because he had
urinated his pants before, looking very disgusting.

When everyone saw his embarrassed appearance, they couldn’t help but laugh.
Fredmen Willson heard these ridicules and felt like he was repeatedly delayed by a
knife. He fell a dog and gnawed sh!t.

There was a burst of laughter at the scene, and Wendy hurriedly tried her best to pull
Fredmen Willson up, and the two of them ran out in a hurry.

Claire said with some worry at this time: “Charlie, this Fredmen Willson is very powerful.
If you provoke him so much, what will he do if he retaliates against you in the future?”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “Wife, didn’t I just say it? He is lying for me by the tiger,
and the dragon is holding it for me. There is no chance for him to be arrogant in this
one-third of Aurous Hill!”

Claire said with concern: “I know you have some friendship with some local big people,
but that is not stable after all! What if they don’t help you, what do you do?”

Charlie patted her shoulder gently and said, “My wife, you can doubt the world, but you
must not doubt your husband!”

Claire was suddenly startled when she saw his confident face.

She found that she actually saw the domineering arrogance of the world from the face
of this Rubbish husband


